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Re: Public Comment on SC16-1470

5° AhER REFERRAL SERVICE RULE PROPOSED AMENDMENTS
ULE REG. FLA. BAR4-7.22)

o_ went to comment on the proposed amendments to the Lawyer Referral Service Rule, and will
art by saying that these proposals appear to be a way around the reciprocity proposal that was

$eiently soundly defeated. That proposal was never about letting a handful of lawyers admitted
Yn other states practice in Florida. It was always about letting non-lawyer corporations prövide
legal services in Florida. Similarly, this proposal appears to be designed to allow non-lawyer
owned, for-profit, largely internet based corpórations, run nationwide advertising campaigns on
television and online to solicit Florida citizens who may need an attorney. The expressed
rationale is that this will increase access to legal services. But this is said like it's a fact without
any supporting information to suggest that is actually the case. I can't imagine how allowing
non-lawyers to profit from locating and matching possible clients with lawyers will bring down
the cost of legal services. I feel confident in saying that it will do the opposite. Furthermore, for
profit corporations that are "matching" lawyers and clients are not going to focus on those people
who presently can't afford legal assistance, because those people and their claims by definition
aren't going to be profitable. Rather than just hoping and assuming that allowing out of state
corporations to find clients for lawyers will increase access to legal services, the bar should
spend sonie time and money on determining how as a profession we could better provide access
to legal services to those who can't afford attorneys.

On that basis, as a Florida Lawyer and member of the public hereby submit my comments and
objection o the new roposed rule 4-7.22.
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